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"The way to right wrongs is to turn the light of truth upon them."

Ida B. Wells, journalist and civil right activist, born this day in 1826

New Deadline for CSBS National Survey of Community Banks and Five Questions for Five Bankers

We are pleased to announce that the deadline for the CSBS National Survey of Community Banks has been extended to Friday, July 31. The National Survey of Community Banks is an annual survey designed to help researchers and regulators better understand the opportunities and challenges facing community banks nationwide. Policymakers use the survey to inform future legislation and regulations.
Take the Community Bank Survey

Thank you to all of the states that have distributed the survey. We truly believe that hearing bankers’ voices during this time is more important than ever. We have received 300 responses to the National Survey of Community Banks so far. Texas currently leads with 53 responses, but Iowa is closing in with 49 responses [here].

The commissioner-to-banker state summary deadline also has been extended to July 31. This year’s questions focus on several important topics such as the pandemic, regulatory burden, funding and liquidity, natural disaster and climate-related impact on banks and BSA/AML challenges. A word version of the questions is available [here]. We really look forward to your state participating this year.

Please contact Alisha Sears if you have any questions.
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Community Bankers Adjusting to a New Reality

By Thomas F. Siems, Ph.D., CSBS Senior Economist and Director of Research

CSBS recently reported that the latest quarterly value for the Community Bank Sentiment Index (CBSI) was 90. This is mostly unchanged from the previous historic low reading of 91 in March 2020, and down considerably from last year’s index of 122. The latest survey indicates that community bankers from across the nation remain unsettled and continue to have a mostly negative sentiment as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent economic disruptions.

Even though the overall CBSI was relatively unchanged from last quarter, five of the seven components that make up the index fell, and only two improved. As shown in the chart below, the business conditions and the monetary policy components both rose
significantly from very low levels?60 and 69, respectively?to readings in the low 90s. While these values are still below the neutral level of 100, the considerable improvement in these factors suggests that bankers do not foresee future business conditions worsening by nearly as much as they implied last quarter, nor do they think monetary policy decisions will degrade the economic outlook as much as they did previously. The chart also shows that the improvement in the business conditions and monetary policy factors were offset by declines in the other five components, and most notably in franchise value (falling from 121 to 98), regulatory burden (falling from 78 to 57) and profitability (falling from 66 to 55).

The quarterly improvement in the business conditions component resulted in an interesting distribution of responses from community bankers: 32% foresee business conditions getting better, 22% say they will stay the same, 39% believe they will worsen, and 7% are unsure. With more than 30% of community bankers thinking the economy
will get better and another group of more than 30% thinking it will be worse, I thought it might be interesting to compare the responses from each group.

Not surprisingly, the nearby chart shows that community bankers who expect business conditions to improve in their markets are more optimistic overall. The CBSI for bankers expecting business conditions to improve is 120, compared to just 66 for those who think business conditions will worsen, a difference of 54 percentage points. Moreover, the more expectant community bankers are more optimistic across all the other six CBSI components. The greatest differences between the two groups—which are all statistically different from each other—are in three factors: monetary policy (130 versus 69), profitability (71 versus 30), and franchise value (115 versus 76). The mean values between the two groups for the other three factors are not statistically different from each other: capital spending (122 versus 107), regulatory burden (65 versus 54), and operations expansion (135 versus 125).
What can we conclude from this? Community bankers who expect business conditions in their markets to improve appear to be encouraged by a monetary policy that is helpful; whereas those who expect business conditions to worsen seem to be discouraged by monetary policy actions. Community bankers who expect business conditions to improve also expect to increase their franchise value; whereas those who do not expect conditions to improve expect their franchise value to weaken. And community bankers in both camps?those who expect conditions to improve and those who expect them to worsen?presume profitability will suffer, although the more optimistic bankers’ expectations are not nearly as gloomy.

Furthermore, it appears that community bankers in both groups anticipate they will increase capital spending and expand operations. This is good news, although the levels are down from previous surveys. And finally, community bankers in both clusters expect the regulatory burden to be heavier. While this component has been a drag on the overall index since its inception last year, it has reached a historic low and is a concern going forward as community bankers deal with the inevitable loan problems that will occur as the nation finds its way out of this pandemic and economic crisis.

In conclusion, while the overall second quarter 2020 CBSI stayed close to the first quarter index value, the makeup of the seven components is telling a new story. The responses to the most recent survey seem to imply that community bankers have accepted that they will need to adjust to lower profitability and a reduced franchise value, while also having to deal with a heavier regulatory burden. But they also appear to be more optimistic that business conditions will improve, and that monetary policy will be more beneficial. Community bankers envisaging better business conditions ahead are more optimistic across all factors in the survey, but especially with respect to monetary policy, profitability, and franchise value.
At some point, this crisis will end, and the economy will recover. In the meantime, community bankers have stepped forward to help consumers and businesses bridge the gap. In the future, bank profitability may decline, but community bankers will continue to serve their communities and their customers, adding value in a myriad of ways.

Are Consumers Using Mobile Payments? Are they Safe? Are they Protected?

Originally Recorded in February 2020. As we enter the quiet summer months, Simply Stated is re-broadcasting the "greatest hits" of the podcast. Look out for more content in August and beyond.

Guest: Rachel Siegel - Senior Associate, Consumer Finance, The Pew Charitable Trusts
Host: Matt Longacre

Timestamps

- **2:22** - What is a "mobile payment?"
- **4:10** - Are mobile payments companies utilizing the current infrastructure or building their own?
- **6:10** - What are consumers saying about mobile payments?
- **7:36** - Has mobile growth payment slowed?
- **9:11** - What causes some consumers to decide not to use mobile payments?
- **10:26** - Do consumers understand the protections they have when using a mobile payment?
- **11:47** - What protections do exist for consumers?
What needs to happen for mobile payments to grow?

What are "real-time payments?" What is FedNow?

What is the impact for consumers of a real-time payments system?

Are there risks associated with real-time payments?

It feels like you can do almost anything on your phone nowadays. Beyond just, you know, making a phone call, there’s listening to music, texting, games, photography, changing your thermostat, watching the delivery driver drop a package at your front door… The point I’m trying to make is that more and more of our lives have been driven into our mobile phones. And where people go, so goes money. Shopping, sending cash to your friend or super, paying your Uber driver… all of these things are part of a growing financial ecosystem known as “mobile payments.”

But, I’m just curious… do you really know what’s going on with your money on these apps? Is the cash you store on them secure? Are your payments protected from fraud like they are with a credit card? Am I the only one who is totally clueless about this yet still continue to use these apps?

Today, I sit down with an expert from The Pew Charitable Trusts to talk about an interesting survey they conducted about consumers and mobile payments. We try to answer the questions: Are consumers adopting mobile payments technology as fast as everyone expected? Do consumers trust mobile payments? Are they running into issues and, if so, are their issues getting resolved? What sort of mobile payments are protected and what aren’t?
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